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Your Intelligent
Enterprise Portal
Built around the habits of the end-user and their
interactions, Digital Hive is highly adaptable, flexible
and secure, providing users with a seamless and
consistent view of information assets in one place.
Our easy to use super-smart interface makes
searching for content faster than ever before.
Building Blocks of Excellence
Building Intelligence, Delivering
Personalized Insights Straight to Users
Starting at the login, our personalization extends across the product
and beyond. From deciding what reports to execute for each user,
or time of the week to keep them informed and engaged, we want
our users to spend less time searching for a report to run that might
not even exist, and more time understanding something that has a
positive business impact.

Building Intelligence,
Delivering Personalized Insights
Straight to Users

Catalog

Hive IQ

Digital Hive’s Catalog is your one-stop-shop for

Think of Hive IQ as your “Netflix for BI”. Hive IQ

all your content. Digital Hive’s self-service catalog

recommends and delivers personalized content

helps users and customers collect, organize, access,

straight to the user - uncovering new insights

and enrich metadata to support data discovery

from multiple business systems.

and governance.

Connectors

Storyboards

Through a wide range of pre-built connectors,

Remix your business reports and analytics assets

Digital Hive makes it easy for users to access all

with videos and visuals to help tell a story.

reports from your existing business systems in
real-time.

Search

Customization

With Google like speed, users can easily search

Set up your own folder structure and bring

across all business systems and find their desired

together assets from multiple sources into a

reports, presentations, videos and more.

single customized view.

Security

SDK

Leverage and take advantage of the security

Organizations often have a desire to build

you’ve already defined within your business

specific portals for unique purposes or

systems. Log in once, access everything.

integrate with existing business applications.

Audit

Branding

With Digital Hive Audit, make informed budget

Digital Hive enables businesses to create

allocation decisions, track towards engagement

unique experiences that align with specific

goals and provide the company with a reliable

corporate branding guidelines.

ROI for all data & analytics investments.

Data Stories

Integrated Applications

Digital Hive increases access and improves

Digital Hive enables you to have reports,

collaboration providing an extra layer of

presentations, videos and more, side by

context to the data, helping users to see the

side in a single view, regardless of the

complete ‘data story’.

business system they reside in. Provide
users with the necessary context to make
better informed decisions.

Enterprise Portal Solutions
Delivering award-winning enterprise portal
solutions, helping organizations to use more of
what’s out there...

Intranet
Analytics Hub
Customer Portal
Extranet
Custom Hive

Personalize your working day.
Book a demo today at digitalhive/demo
1400 St-Laurent Blvd
Ottawa
ON
K1K 4H4

“Our people have an ‘intranet on steroids’ that’s easy to
use and access reports and other policy documents and
information from. At the same time, we maintain our
strategy of using the most suitable BI tool for each job.”
Pomona College
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